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In order to better understand some of the oondi-
tions met with in growing ohildren, with reference to 
tne growth of bone, I ha.ve atte:flpted to examine some of 
tne literature dealing with this oroblern. I have stud-
ied tae subject to better acquaint myself with the ohys-
iologica.l aspects of bone growth, that I misht therefore 
better understand t:ne "?athologlcal concli tions as t:ney 
arise in the various diseases of groNing individuals, 
and that have thetr affect on growing bone. 
I hope that the material brought forth may be of 
some benefi t to the reader, and tl18.t a better CDr:mre-
hension of the problem be gained. I have not attempted 
to completely cover all the writings and findings of 
the many autnors, but I have nut down the theories and 
observations that seem to me to be the most widely ac-
cepted and the best oroved. 
I have included a study of the embryology of the 
various bones as I think that such a study is necessary 
as a starting pOint, or origin, of the SUbject matter of 
my thesis. Also I have included the histology as the 
reader must know the elements dealt with in order to 
understand their derivation. 
2. 
There are many diseases that affect the bones dir-
ectly or indirectly during the different periods of 
most rapid growth, that is, during the intrauterine or 
embryo stage, the period immediately following birth, 
and the third period during the years shortly before and 
during puberty. In addition to this, there are abnormal 
conditions that affect their growth during the periods 
mentioned above and at other times. These bone diseases 
and abnormal growth conditions I have not attempted to 
discuss except where such a discussion might be advan-
tageous to better understand the ma.terial presented, as 
a paper on any of these conditions would require an al-
most endless search in medical literature. I leave suoh 
a study for other students, dealing here only with the 
physiologioal growth of bone. 
DUring the process of growth, bone may be laid down 
either in membrane or in cartila.ge. At birth the human 
body contains about 270 bony masses, some of whioh fuse 
during infancy, but from then until puberty, due to the 
appearance of epiphysis and the bones of the carpus and 
tarsus, there is a more or less steady increase in number 
until at puberty. At this time there are about 350 bony 
masses to be found, the number further increasing even 
beyond the second decade of life. Thereafter, fUSions 
of the different masses bring about e" reduction to the 
-- - ---------~-------
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final adult number of 206, the reduction often not be-
ing completed until well into middle life. (1) 
The above bones go to form the 2",xial skeleton, (the 
skull, vertebrae, ribs, and sternum) and the appendicular 
skeleton, ( the pectoral and pelvic girdles, and the limb 
bones). There may be some variation from the anatomical 
discriptions of the bones, but fundamentally there is 
very little variation from one iudi vidual to c'mother. (1) 
Also, the growth of the seme bone or sets of bones may 
va.ry considera.bly from one individual to another bring-
ing about differences in apoea,rances that me"y be a racial 
rather than an abnormal characteristic, but still not 
varying to any considerable degree fundamentally. The 
growth of the bone as bone only is discussed in this 
thesis. 
I have further discussed gro'sth of bone from 2. vege-
tative point of view, that is, when the growth energy of 
the bone matrix oroliferates the bone tissue required 
for bone growth at the -oeriostesl and enchondral growth 
zones and later absorbes what has become unnecessary 
from the marrow cavi ty; a.no from a mechanical point of 
view, or, when the bone grows as a result of mechanical 
work performed by the extension into space of processes 
of absorption and apposition. (l9) 
4. 
The fundamental cause of skeletal growth is not de-
fini tely known, al thoug11 there i?-re many theories, but 
there is much of it inherited in the germ Dlasm from the 
parents, and can be altered but little. Many things enter 
in"Go and influence tni s growth, such as, mechani cal fOl~ce8 
resulting from muscular and gravity pull, diseases which 
slow or increase the growth of bone, endocrine glands, 
and nutrition. 
I have discussed only briefly several of the above 
"c ",' .p paasvs, uSlng some o~ the data a,nd conclusions that are 
quite generally accepted. ::Many experiments have been 
carried out, some of which are extremely ingenious. I 
have inserted a few of these that I think are particu-
larly enlightening, and I have written the conclusions 
formed by the authors. 
This thesis deals with the influence of the endo-
CI'ines on bone grow'th only briefly. From the material 
accumulated, I find that not a great deal is known 
about tilis')articular phase of the problem, but I have 
put down a few of the facts most generally accepted .. 
Some of these are anlyobserved findings, the acitual 




To discuss the embryology of bone we must start 
from tllat type of diffuse mesoderm knmvn as the mesen-
cnyme. The meeorierm is inserted between the outer ect-
oderm and the inner entoderm forming three germ layers, 
whi en El.re seen in the ho 1lowed out gastrula stage of 
the developing embryo. This third germ layer, mesoderm, 
is first seen following or even overlapping the strula 
stage. At this time a urimitive streak apDears on the 
blastoderm which is a thickened band continuous with the 
surfa,ce ectoderrf,o On the under side of the prirni ti ve 
streak tissue proliferates cells, the mesoderm, woich 
spreads laterally and caudally. This single sheet of 
~e8oderm, thus, formed, lies between the other two germ 
layers and soon devides into two layers, the outer layer 
of which is called toe somatic layer and toe inner, the 
splanchnic layer. These form the Coelomic cavity. 
The mesenchyme is a spongy meshwork composed of 
branCHing cells J;V,(lose oroceeses do not anastomose, but 
just touch eacil other. Between the 88 ce lIs the soE'tce s 
a.re filled with a coagulable flUid, or ground substance, 
that is called the matrix. 
The cartilage that is formed, and from which tIle 
cartilage bones are later formed, begins as early as 
the fifth week to develop with the enlargement and 
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differentiation of mesenchymal cells into a oompact 
cellular tissue called pre-cartilage, with the matrix 
and cells filling the intercellular spaces. The carti-
lage grows both internally and peripherally. Internal 
growth goes on from the division of cartilage cells. 
Peripherally growth proceeds by the mitotic activity of 
the connective tissue sheath, known as the perichondrium, 
the inner cells of which become cartilage cells and are 
added to the outside of the matrix already present. 
Bone begins to apnear about the seventh week of 
foetal life, some of tnem as in the flat bones of the 
face and cranial vault, are developed directly within, 
and are preceded by, mesenchymal or connective tissue. 
Other bones, as in the long bones of the extremities and 
ribs, the pectoral and nelvic girdle bones, as well as 
the vertebrae are preceded by a earlier cartilage skele-
ton, and ossification develops in this. The actual pro-
cess of histogenesis, however, is the same in both types. 
In the membrane bone, or the mesenchymal bone there 
are one or more points where ossification begins. In 
each bone this process starts wi th the a:opearance of 
cells called osteoblasts, which deposit bone matrix in 
the form of spicules that unite and spread radially in all 
directions, as trabeculae, in the bone. Thus the spicule 
7 • 
gr 0"'8 in thi ckES 88 cU1C in lengttl by the l2.ying down of 
the bone matrix. Some of the cells, however, become 
enmeshed and are lodged in spaces called lacunae. 
Later on, as tHis sDongy plcote is ti1US fOr1iling, the 
mesenchyme next to the surface forms into a fibrous mem-
brane, termed the periosteum. The osteoblasts on the 
inner surface of thi 8 limi ting membrane lcty down paral-
lel ulates of compact bone and this Drocess is called 
periosteal ossification. Thus we flc"ve 8. sDongy m2:88 of 
bone, the diploe, betw'een the inner and outer tables of 
cOlTInact bone. 
Osteoclasts in the form of large multinuclear cells 
form on the su~face of the bone matrix, and at the same 
ti:lle there is reabsorotion of much of the bone already 
developed, which is then replaced in varying degrees as 
the bone grows and assumes its eodult form. These osteo-
clasts are said by some ~en to be resDonsible for the 
absorotion of tae bone, but there is no definite evidence 
tnat such is the case. Osteoclasts are to some extent 
comnosed of fused osteoblasts and freed bone cells. 
The ulates and trabeculae of the bone are arranged 
so t.i:la,t a minimum of material is used to ga.in m2xirnum 
strengtn in conformity with the stresses and strains 
encountered. 
8. 
Cartilage bone is develooed from toe transitory 
oartilage model, whion precedes t~e bone, bei 
les8 the shape of tne bone to be formed. The cartilage 
is ftrst destroyed, in 9. manner lat8r described, before 
true ossifioation oroceeds. Ossification goes on th-
in the eroded oartila"ge, as. intracaxtj_Iagenou8 or endo-
ohondral formation, and oroceeds oerinnerally beneath 
the periohondrium (later periosteum) as perionondral or 
periosteal formation. 
In the endocnondral formation, the oartilage cells 
enlarge, become arranged in radial rows, and in addition, 
some calcium salts are deposited in the matrix. The 
cells and caloified mB_trix then are absorbed and dis-
appear, forming the orimodial marrow oavities. The os-
teoblasts deoosit matrix at many pOints, the matrix 
being first deuosited directly UDon the soicules of 
cartilage whioh have esoaped destruotion; henoe endo-
ohondral bone is oharaoteristioally spongy. In a pro-
gressive manner tne hi~nerto intaot regions of cartilage 
also undergo invasion, destruction and replacement until 
eventually the entire oartila~e is sunerseded by spongy 
(oanoellous) bone. 
In trie embryonic develooment of the vertebrae the 
sclerotomio mesenchyme oomes to lie in paired segmental 
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masses alongside the notochord, separated from siffiilar 
masses before and behind, by the intersegmental arter-
ies. Each sclerotome differentiates into a compact 
caudal portion and a less dense cranial half. The 
denser caudal part of each sclerotome mass presently 
unites with the looser cranial half of the sclerotome 
next to it, and behind it, to form the substance of the 
definitive vertebrae. From the dense half (now cranial) 
dorsal extensions pass upward around the neural tube to 
constitute the vertebral arch, and paired ventrolateral 
outgrowths make up the costal processes, or forerunners 
of the ribs. 
Following this blastemal stage, centers of chond-
ri fica tion appea.r in the seventh week. There are two 
centers in the vertebral body and one in each half of 
the vertebral arch, also one appears in each costal 
process. These four centers enlarge and fuse into one 
solid cartilaginous vertebra. A Single, ra,ther than a 
paired center exists in the body of a vertebra and one 
in each half of it's arch, but the full union of these 
parts is not completed until several years after birth. 
At about the seventeenth year secondary centers arise 
in the cartilage, still covering tlle cranial and caudal 
ends of the vertebral body, and resolve it into the 
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disc-like bony eplphyses. These plates, ~eculiar to 
mamme,ls, unt te wi th the rest of the vertebra at about 
the twentieth year. 
The ribs develop from the costal processes which 
grow out from the primitive vertebral mass. These pro-
cesses transform into cartilage and the original union 
of a costal orocess with a vertebra is replaced by a 
j01nt. A center of ossification appears near the future 
angle of each rib even before the vertebral centers de-
velop; but the distal ends of the long thoracic ribs al-
ways remain cart i la . ginous . At abo·l.lt the time of puberty 
two eoiDhyseal centers anpea.r in the tubercle and one 
appears in the head. 
The sternum develops from a oair of mesenchymal 
bands whtch can be identified in human embryos of a 
full six '''leeks. These lie ventrola.terally in the body 
wall and 2.t first have no connection ei ther wi tll the ribs 
or with each o~her. Following the orompt attachment of 
t:ne ribs the oa:i.red sternal 02.r8 uni te progress1 ve ly in 
a cepnalocaudal direction. About the ninth week the union 
is complete and ossification centers ari8e~ usu211y, bi-
laterally. 
The skull arises fro~ a mass of mesenchyme first 
noted about the fifth or sixth week, envelo'Jing the cran-
ial end of the notochord and extending ceohally into the 
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ll2.s8,1 regi on. Laterally it expands into v.rings whi ch grmlT 
upward to enclose the neural tube. During the seventh 
week chondrification begins mesially in the future oc-
cipital and sphenoidal regions, then spreads laterally 
and dorsally and into the nose. The chondrocranium is 
thus confined to the base of the skull and SOmeli!Jnat to 
the branchial arches, whereas the sides, roof and face 
are of membranous origin. Ossification of the chond.ro-
cranium begins in the third cionth. 
The occipital bone is ossified from four centers 
appearing at right angles about the foramen magnum. 
From the ventral center comes the basilar part; from 
the lateral centers, the lateral parts with the con-
dyles; and from the dorsal center, the squamous p8.rt 
below the superior nuchal line. Above tIlts line the 
remaining squamous area is of membranous origin. 
There are ten principal centers of ossification in 
the cartilage of tue sphenoid bone. These are found: 
1-2. In each ala parva, 
3-4. In each ala magna, 
5-6. In the corpus between the alae 
parvae, 
7-8. In the corpus between the alae magnae, 
9-10. In each lingula. 
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Intramembranous bone forms tile orbital and temporal 
portion of eac'n ala magna and the !nesial laminae of 
each pterygoid process. 
The ethmoid bone is me_de up of a mesil?~l mass ex-
tending from the sphenoid to the tio of the nasal pro-
cess, and of oaired masses which lie laterally to the 
olfactory sacs. The terminal part of the mesial mass 
persists as the cartilaginous nasal septum, while ossi-
fication of tile upper Dortion produces the perpendicu-
lar plate and the crista galli of the septum. The 
lateral masses ossify first into the ethmoidal labyrin-
ths and then the ethmoidal cells and the He.sal conchae 
differentiate. 
In the oetrous portion and mastoid p6rtions of the 
temporal bone, three or more centers of ossification in 
the periotic capsule unite into a single center to form 
the above. The squ2.mosal and tympani c porti ons are of 
intramembranous origin, while the stylOid process ori-
ginates from the proximal end of the second branchial 
arcD.. 
The rest of the bones of the skull are of intra-
membranous origin, eacn of the pE,rietals originate froHl 
single centers, but the frontals each from paired cen-
ters. 
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Fro~ the first branchial arch the upper maxillary 
and tne lower mandibular processes arise. The maxilla 
and palate bones arise in membrane, each palate develops 
a single center of ossification, and each maxilla forms 
t\VO centers: one of \11:1ic11 is in the :)ortion bee.ring the 
incisor teeth, the other to the remainder. The mandible 
arises from membrane bone with two centers of oS8ifi-
cation, one in each of its two halves. 
The aooendicular skeleton, consisting of the nelvic 
andoectoral girdles and the ap-oendages, form cUrectly 
from the unsegmented somatic mesenChyme. 
The clavicle is the first bone in the skeleton to 
completely ossify and arises from two centers of ossi-
fication wnich appear on the shaft in embryos 15 mm. 
long. It is indefinite whether this bone i8 intr2carti-
laginous or intramembranous in origin. 
The scapula arises as a Bingle Dlate with two cen-
ters of ossification and several later eoiphyseal centers. 
An early primary center forms the body and the spine. 
The other, after birth, gives rise to the coracoid oro-
cess. 
The humerus, radius and ulna all ossify from a 
single primary center in the dianhysis and eniohyseal 
center at each end. 
14. 
Each carpal bone ossifies from a single center as 
do the metacar-oals and the nhalanf!es. 
*. ..L " .• " 
The hip bone arises from three centers of oS81£'1-
cation and gradually shapes into the dorsal illium, the 
ventral ischium, and tne cranial nubis. These three 
parts join in a cup shaped depression, the acetabulum, 
which later receives the head of the femur. 
The bones of the lower extremities develop and os-
sify in much the same manner, as do the corresponding 
bones of the upper extremity. (1) 
15. 
HISTOLO:;Y 
When examined by the na.ked eye, bone is seen to 
have either a spongy or a comoact structure. The spongy 
framework is make uo of crossing bars and plates of var-
ious thickne sses and shape s. 'rhese are bra,nching Vii th 
one another, and P2.rtially surround spaces filled th 
bone marrow. Compact bone appears as a continous, hard, 
whi te mass in which no spcwes can be distinguished macro-
scopically. Bot11 spongy and compact bone have tne same 
histological elements. A microscopic study of bone shows 
the presence of cells in the lacunae (bone cell cavities) 
surrounded by interstitial SUbstance and connected by 
anastomosing processes which lie in canaliculi. The cells 
consist of orotoplasm and a nucleus and they completely 
fill the lacunae in which they occur. The shape of the 
cell corresponds exactly with that of the lacunae and in 
the thin bones is usually irregula,r and roughly rounded, 
or oval. On the surface of the cell body are many fine 
projections whihh enter the corresponding hollows of the 
wall of the cavity. From these hollows arise numerous 
thin canalicules, the bone canalicules, which penetrate 
the hard interstitial substance in all directions. They 
branch abundantly and anastomose with one another, form-
a network. In this manner they connect all of the 
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star-shaped lacunae into a continous system of cavities. 
The interstitial substance of fresh bone has a hid-
den, fibrillar structure similiar to that of the inter-
stitial substance found in hyaline cartilage. The fibers 
are closely associated, separate fibers, which are some-
times gathered into small bundles 3 to 5 microns thick. 
These are the osteocollagenous fibers and are united by 
a special binding substance. 
A specialized, thin layer of the interstitial sub-
stance directly adjoins the lacunae and the canalicules 
and form a capsule for them. This layer does not contain 
fibrils <md is quite homogeneous and differs from the 
rest of the interstitial substance by its greater resis-
tance to various destructive influences. 
The mass of the bone tissue is usually striated, 
that is, its elements are arranged in thin, closely ad-
joining layers which are called lamellae or bone plates. 
These are the Simplest architectural units of the bone 
and vary from 6.7 microns to 9 microns in thickness. 
The lacunae with their enclosed cells and canali-
cules and the fibrils of the interstitial substance are 
arranged in a definite fashion in the lamellae. The la-
cunae usually have flat, oval shapes resembling the seeds 
of a melon. Their size varies from 22 to 52 microns in 
length, from 6 to 14 microns in width, and from 4 to 9 
microns in thickness. Their broad surfaces are parallel 
to the surface of the lamellae and their long diameters 
are all arranged in the same direction. This direction 
depends upon that of tile f1 bri Is of the in tersti t ial sub-
stance. 
The bone canalicules project from any point in the 
wall of a lacunae, not only from its broad surface but 
from its edges as well. 
The bundles of osteocollagenolls fibrils of the 
interstitia.l substance of the lamellae run between the 
bone cavities and canaliculies. They to, have a very 
regular, parallel arrangement. Their direction is al-
ways the same as that of the long diameter of the bone 
cavities. 
Spongy bone varies in its microscopical appearance 
in different parts of the skeleton. It may consist of: 
1. tubes, with a compact or perfora.ted 
wall, 
2. hollow globes, 
3. narrow or wide lamellae, 
4. maSSive, more or less regularly cy-
lindrical bars or rods. 
According to the nredominance of one or the other of 
these formations, one may distinguish a sDongiosa, tubu-
losa, globosa., lamellosa, or trabeculosa. 
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~n microscooical sBction of spongy substance all of 
its parts prove to be striated. They consist of a v?ry-
ing number of closely adjoining lamellae which nave ei-
tner a granular or a striated 2,ppearance deDending on 
tile dire ct i on of tne fi brl Is and tile lacunae. On cross-
sections of the spongiosa tubulosa the cylindrical cav-
ities are surrounded by concentric layers of lamellae; 
they have been regarded as typical Haversian canals with 
very wide lUmens and very thin walls 
In the comoact bone substance the comDlex, regular 
a,rrcmgement of t118 lamellae is closely connected wi th 
tile blood supoly. ~I:OS t of tile blooo ve sse 1s are so thin 
that they are invisible to the naked eye. With the mic-
roscope it is seen that tae comoact substance of the dia-
physis is penetrated by thin, branching, and anastomosing 
canals 22 to 110 microns wide. These are for the most part 
directed along the length of the bone so that on cross-
section they aODear as round onenings, and in Ion tud-
inal section as long slits. '1'11e8e are the Haversian 
canals; which live bone has and contains blood vessels with 
some connecti.ve tissue. The Haversian systems, as tne 
uni ts are named, are composed of the Haversi8n can2,ls 
surrounded by systeffis of concentrically 8,rr2.nged olates 
or lamell8.e. The number of lamellae varies from 4 to 20 
or even more. The separate lamellae of the Haversian 
19. 
system are ring-shaped in cross-section. 
There are usually two types of ulates which alter-
nate in cross-sections of the Haversian system. Under 
the microscope one type appeEu's as fine dots and their 
lacunae are seen to be cut along their short diameter. 
This appearance is due to the fact that the fibrils and 
also the lacunae have a longitudinal direction more or 
less parallel to the axis of the Haversian canal and are 
here cut perpendicularly. The other type of lamellae 
is shining and fibrillar and its bone cavities are cut 
along their long diameters. Such plates contain fibrils 
and cavi ties which are arranged more or less circul::nly 
about the axis of the Haversian canal. The lamellae of 
tne first type are usually thicker than those of the 
second type. 
The direction of tne fibrils in the Haversian 
lamellae alternate in successive nlates. The alterna-
tion of perfectly longitudinal and circular lamellae 
occurs very seldom. ~tore frequently this cu'rangement is 
only apprOXimated and the fibrils in all the lamellae 
run spirally to the axis of the Haversian canal. This 
arrangement of the fibrillar structure of the Haversian 
lamellae in alternating crossing spirals, as well as the 
striation of the bone substance in generc"l, have a. great 
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meciJanical significf'mce. Tney assure a m&.ximal degree 
of ri dity with regard to oressure, binding and eXOBn-
sian, with the least weight for a ven mass of bone. 
Tl1e irregular, ang1J.lar spaee 8 wht eh rernain be tween 
tne Haversian systems, are filled with the interstitial 
or ground lamellae. These systems also consist of lay-
ers of alternating lamellae with fibrils oriented in 
various ways. They 8.re scattered in seD2.rate, shar')ly 
outlined regions wilien do not Sil0W any regulari ty tn 
their re la,ti on sni p to one i;?,Ilotller. The directi on of 
tne lamellae within them varies greatly. 
Finally, on the external surface of the comDact 
substance and on the internal surface which forms the 
naIl of the bone marrow cavity are the baSic lamellae; 
tneee vary in number and are arranged oarallel to tne 
surface of tDe bone. Penetratin~ tneae systems and 
opening on the free surface of the bone or in toe bone-
i.t!2rrOW cavi ty are the Volkmann can~118 which are often 
qui te wide. Li ke the Haversian canals, they, too, 
contain blood vessels during life, but they do not oos-
sess walls of concentrically arranged olates that be-
long to the Haversian canals. In tne interior of the 
compact mass they Dass directly over into the Haversian 
canals. 
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All of these various systems of lamell~e in the 
comoact substance ap;)e::or very s!12.roly outlined in sect-
ions, due to the ,resence between them of well ~ronounc­
ed, bright cementing lines. These are crose sections of 
the thin layers of solid binding substance. 
Sharpey' 5, or perforating fibers, as collagenous 
bundles of varying tnlckness, pass from the neriosteum 
through the systems of lamellae in various directions. 
They are encountered in the external basic and inter-
mediate layers which develop by periosteal ossification. 
With the exceotion of the joint surfaces, bone is 
covered everywhere by the periosteum, a special, dense 
connective tissue layer. In adults this consists of two 
layers which are not sharply separated from each other. 
The external layer is comDosed of closely adjoining, 
thick, mainly longitudinal, collagenous bundles, and 
a few, but thick elastic fibers and of fibroblasts. This 
external layer is a layer of dense connective tissue 
whi cn can t2,ins blood ves se Is. Tne dee~er layer, ad j a-
cent to the bone, is comoosed of thinner, loosely arrang-
ed collagenous bundles; tL1ey curve a.rchlike a.nd form the 
Sharpeyls fibers which enter the bone. This layer also 
oontains a network of thin elastic fibers and sDindle-
shaped and star-shaped fibroblasts. Blood vessels ex-
tend from tue external layer throu~h this de la,yer 
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from which they pass vie. Volkmann's canals to the 
Haversian ccmals. (20). 
Vli;GATATIVE Bm~E 
Throughout the life-cycle of cartilage, the ca.rt-
i lage lives, grows, and decays, wi thout a blood su.pDly 
or demonstrable nerve supply. 
Although it is knotTn th2.t cartilage nroliferates 
from the undifferentiated embryonic mesenchyme as des-
cribed previously in the discussion of embryology, the 
multiplication of cartilage cells bad not been observed 
until Evans cmd Sv!ezy developed a method of studying 
growth and nutrition of cartilage. Small portions of 
fresh tissue were fixed in Allen's modification of 
Bouin's fliud at 38 degrees centigrade for 15-30 min-
utes. After embedding in paraffin, serial sections 8 
microns thick were stained with iron haematozylin with-
out counter stain. Excess stain was removed with 70 
percent alcohol. The sections were mounted and veiwed 
under high power and with a 400 watt lamo. This dis-
plays mitotic figures in cartilage. (13), 
It has been observed that the uli totic figures tn 
the serial sect:ions of the ends of long bones of hUma.ll 
embryos, are arranged roughly in an annulus, with 110 
mi totic figures occurring in the center of the me,ss. 
In any direction from the mi totic c"nnulus the cells be-
come more mature, and the senescent cells are seen to 
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be more crowded, and trie conditions of nutrition ~ore 
difficult. 
Cartilage being a typical vegatative tissue in which 
cells continue to oroliferate in a matrix rel~tively 
devoid of blood vessels, the tissue juice furnishe~ nut-
riment. Characteristic is the specific limit of growth. 
The cB.rti laginous epipl:lysi s rea.chs a certa.in 8i ze and the 
cells near the center can not acquire the necessary nut-
riment and fluid to maintain life; the a.rea of active 
mi tosis being limi ted to the annulus at some dj.stance 
from the Deriphery, thus the size of the bone following 
is limited and explains the order and pattern of the 
calcification and OSsification in embryo, foetus, and 
child. This is explained as the area in the cell avail-
able for the absorption of tissue juice increases as the 
square of the linear dimension, whereas the bulk increas-
es as tne cube. 
The cells in tIle zone of minimum advantage from the 
point of nutrition, therefore, undergo senescent changes. 
The cell nuclei become smaller, they stain less definite-
ly, the cell shrinks and coincidently calcification be-
gins in the matrix. This Drocess accounts for the cal-
cification of the ca,rtilaginous eniphysis cmd how the 
limit of growth is reached. The colony of cells begin 
to die at the oore, the process being quite well regulated 
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within the limits. 
The site of calcification in the cartilaginous mass 
of the epiphysis, as in the cartilaginous shape of the 
long bones tn the early embryo, is at the center of the 
mas s of cartilage, where overcro\vding of the cells from 
the nutri tional point of view is maximal. On the other 
hand, the site of calcification is about the older cells 
of the epiphysial plate or growth cartilage and is lim-
i ted to a band or ple.,que, as distinct from a core ,which 
is removed as far as possible from the zone of prolifer-
ation and is continuous with the bony diaphysis. 
The lym~)h flow is e.rranged so that the epiphysial 
and diaphysial territories nave no anastomoses. Thus 
cc,rtilage cells in nroximi ty to the dia,puysi s cannot 
absorb enough nourishrl1ent from. the dia'OhY81s to main-
tain life. They become senescent, degenerate and cal-
cify. 
Thus the T)rocess of senescence leads to accumu-
lation of 'dead' calcified cartilage, and as a 'foreign' 
body is removed by the host, the calcified cartilage 
is attacked by young actively growing capillaries from 
t:ne adj oining marrow cav! ty and a process as of aseptic 
inflammation goes on. In the embryo the cartilaginous 
shaft which undergoes calcification is attacked by an 
irruption of blood vessels from the vascular perichondrium 
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which itself lays oO\'\Tn ectochondra,l bone. The calci-
fied cEtrtl1age is eroded by the capilaries, and ecto-
chondral bone is deposi ted. T'~'ilo tissues are la,yeel down 
which preserve to the maximum the power of differenti-
ation, live bone and marrow. 
On pc,ssing from theoortion of tile rui totic annulus 
wnicll borders on the shaft of the bone, we -transverse a 
zone of cartilage in which the progressive ageing cells 
are arranged in a series or in colUmns and a.rri ve at a 
zone of senescent cartilage cells in which calcification 
of the matrix is the main feature. The calcification of 
the matrix has a fundamental pattern consisting of wel1-
developed longitudinal trabeculae between the subcessiv~ 
cells in any given column. By a process of asentic in-
flammation senescent calcified cartilage is replaced by 
bone. The pattern of bony trabeculae is already prede-
termined by the pattern of the calcified cartilage matrix. 
One out of three longi tudina1 trabecula,e and six out of 
seven transverse trabeculae of the calcified cartilage 
matrix perSists a,nd. becomes converted into bone. (13). 
The most suitable method of the study of conceptions 
pertaining to the significance of the cellular elements 
for the process of ossification is from tue artificial 
growth of tissue. This method makes it possible to 
study the morDnology, Dhysiology, and genesis of the 
individu2.1 ty'oes of cells'] rtic 
of ossification. 
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ting in the process 
Dolschansky's experiment with cultures of bony tis-
sue and ueriosteum has somewnat a different result from 
tnat obtained by most authors and seems to have an im-
oortant significance. 
The material he used consisted of tae frontal bone of 
a chick embryo. This bone is made up of thin, practically 
transparent plates. After it was removed from the embryo, 
the bony olates with the corresponding Deriosteum were cut 
into small qU':tdrangular sections. These were Dlaces in 
plasma and extract 2.nd grown arttficia11y accordtng to the 
usual methods. For microscopic studies cultures were fix-
ed with formaltil, Zenker-formol, Carnoy's flUid, and stain-
ed witu henatoxylin, Giemsa solution, and azur-eosin. The 
demonstration of calcium was carried out by the method of 
Kossa. Tne series of sections of tue cultures were pre-
pared according to the method of Maximow. For tne vital 
staining anus-green B and neutral-red were used. 
The results obtained were as follows: Not all bony 
fragments underwent proliferation. A consldel'able number 
snowed no trace of increase in the number of cells, and 
tne bony platelets seemed to be dead in the plasma. In 
some of the cultures, however, there could be observed a 
gro\7th of long, very narroy! cells, presenting the typical 
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form of fibroblasts, and identioal with tuoee ~hat were 
described by Policard, and ereszinsky. After 48 nours 
tne fragments "became surrounded hy a layer of spindle-
shaped, fine fibroblasts, the cellular nuclei of which 
sLlOwed ole=-r can to'lrs. The cells had an oval form lCmd 
2-3 chromatic inclusions, and were homogeneous. 
Tnese cells must be considered as a oroduct of pro-
liferation from the perioheral layer of periosteum. Be-
sides fibroblasts, there may be found in sucn cultures al-
so round cells, appa.rently of 2, hemC",togenous origin, which 
are limi ted in nu:rioer, undergo liquif:'Lction, and cHsa.ppe9.r 
after a short time. For a certain length of time some of 
the cultures, Dowever, may show some variations. The layer 
of osteoblasts of the periosteum and cellular bonv elements 
under-went develoDment, causing the zone of fibroblasts to 
disapDear comoletely or hecome disolaced to~ard the periph-
ery. Fro~ the deen uerioste~l 1~yer8 and from the bone 
nlEl te 8 themss 1 ve 8 tnere occured 8. gro~vtll of other elements 
wnich were also res~on8ible for cart of the disnlaoement. 
These cells grow inthe form of dense layers, ch 2.t times 
suggest 80itnelial membranes. A culture of t~i8 tyue can 
hardly be mistaken for a usual fibroblast culture. 
On sections t:nisoroc888 Gan be eostly followed un. 
From the bony olates or from the periosteal layers im-
mediately surrounding them, there began a uroliferation 
of small roumd cells which have a basophilic plasma 
and a round nucleus, and which resemble the usual os-
teoblasts or osteocytes of trie chick embryo. This 01'0-
liferation progresses rapidly. Following the entrance 
into the plasma coagulum, the cells undergo a.efini te 
changes. They may become flattened and may assume a 
typical eDitheloid appearance. The emigrated cells 
next become distinctly demarcated and arranged in the 
form of a membrane, at the same time they become flat-
tened and may assume a polygonal form. The protoplasm 
is highly basophilic and is granular, the granules be-
ing of variable size; with the nucleus situated centrally, 
as a small, round, body rich in chromatin. 
In some cultures the mode of development of the emi-
grated cells is somewhat different. \ilJi thout showing any 
change in the externa.l form of the protoplasmic body, 
there appear thin, thread-like plasmatiC processes: these 
processes later lead to the development of a network , 
consisting of small round cells connected 1!ith each other 
by fine plasma fibrils this network suggests the bone 
ce lIs. 
These two types of proliferation of the periosteal 
and bony cultures are only rarely observed in a pure form; 
pract1ca..lly always the picture is dominated by another 
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form of proliferation, consisting in a mesenchyme-like 
growth of cells. 
Cells of tl'li 8 type have a fibroblast-Ii ke 8.Dpearance: 
their orotoplasm is be~soDhilic C'-.Ud granulated: the nucleus 
is oval, containing 2-3 nucleoli and occasionally one of 
the cells contains 2 or more nuclei. T];le protoolas::nic 
granulations v8,ry from fine, dust-Ii ke, to massive gran-
ules. Occasionally the protoplasm contains granular in-
clusions of considerable size and consistency, and are 
included in tne cellular body and surrounded by a trans-
pa.rent area. 
Nothing definite can be stated in reference to the 
nature of these granules. It is reB,sonable to assume 
tha t calciurn compounds have to be dealt wl th, as stated 
by Frattin and others, who are unable to demonstra.te cal-
cium in the osteoblast granules. Only the large inclus-
ions having a transparent area give a posltive reaction. 
Besides the nucleus, t~ere axe also found vacuolar 
structures, which at times may reach the size of tIle 
nucleus. The vacuole is definitely separated from the 
cytopl~sm and contains a structureless substance. 
The chondriosome consists of 2 olump rods and a few 
discrete granules. Neutral-red granules were numerous. 
The proliferating bony and ueriosteal cells BllOW a 
considerable activity, frequently giving rise to Dseudo-
podia of various types. Occasionally there may be found 
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outside of the zone of growth separated cells situated 
singly in the plasma, and having an ameboid shape. Suuh 
cells may also show a phagocytic activity. The intensity 
of the proliferation of the bony and periosteal cultures 
is quite pronounced. 
'rhe cultures retain their appe':trance even after a 
number of pe .. ssages wi ttl the typical bony and periosteal 
cells persist. Also the other characteristic strains 
are retained, however, the cells of the epithelioid char-
acter and the branched cells do not rematn in vitro for 
any length of time and disappear after 3-4 uassages. 
Since numerous transi tionB_l forms of api ti1elioid cells 
to cells of the mesenchymal type are found, it is rea-
sonable to assume that both are variations in form of 
the same type of cell. 
The bony plate introduced into the culture becomes 
gradually destroyed with the loss of Bubstance, which 
takes Dlace extremely slowly. The class of cells, however, 
that have an osteoclactic activity cannot be demonstrated. 
~ot a single culture was found to demonstrate the for-
mation of bony tissue. (9). 
Bones begin to apDear about the seventh week of foe-
tal life, with the bone matrix being deposited through 
the activity of specialized connective tissue cells, 
named osteoblasts or bone-formers. There is formed 
a soft preosseus tissue, made up chiefly of fibrillae 
which beoomes impregnated with a deposit of lime salts. 
The deposition of calcium in the normal develop-
ment of bone is a function of living cells. It is in 
constrast to the process following pathological lesions 
in which the de90sits are the result of the physical 
precipitation of calcium in the dea.d or injured tissues. 
The first sign of OSSification in normal embryo 
cartilage is enlargement of the cartilage cells at the 
ends of the long bones and their arrangement into columns. 
The next stage is the formation of groups of cells be-
tTNeen vihtch there is formed a substantial branching tra-
becula.!' network which l'-:lter becomes the most heavily 
calcified area. The matrix between the cells first 
s taiEs more deeply, and then small granule s 2.ppee.r around 
tIle periphery of the lacunae of the cartilage cells and 
grsdually increase until the matrix becomes a solid mass. 
Calcification of the eoiohyses begins in the center, 
the process being the same as that found in the short 
irregular bones. There is first an increase in vascular-
ization and in tIle amount of matrix between the cells. 
The ceLls then grouD themselves into clusters, and around 
the periphery of each cell small gra,Tlules are deposi ted. 
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The deposit takes place first around the cells nearest 
the blood vessels, the blood vessels not uenetrating tt~ 
central part of the cartilage until it begins to cal-
cify,entering the calcified mass by erosion, and the 
true ossification uroceeds along the vessels. Flat 
bones, such as those of the skull, may calcify ';:i thout 
the presence of blood vessels in the cartilage, in other 
respects they develop in the same way as other parts of 
tne ske Ie ton. 
Membrane bones are produced by numerous layers 
of cells on the surface of the fibrous sheets ~hich serve 
as a framework, wi th cE'clcification proceeding fram the 
surface to the center of the sneet. The bone-formine' o 
cells exude the calcium salts into the matriX, where they 
precipitate, giving the bone its hardness. 
In all cases of calcification of cartilage, calcium 
aooears first in the form of granules, the granules be-
coming embedded in the xatrlx immediately outside the 
cell capsule, and the calcium SE!.} ts a,Doeartng before the 
blood vessels are 3resent in the calcified area. The 
calcium salts do not aupear, however, until the carti-
lage cells have become enlarged and grouped. 
Wells has shown that 85 'oercent of the calcium in 
bone is in the form of phospn8.te and 15 percent in toe 
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form of carbonate. Bergeim' 8 exneriments showed that ~ , 
in rachitic rats calcium and phosphorus are both lost 
in the feces, whereas in normal rats these elements are 
absorbed. Otner ex-oel'iments have snown that all tissues 
which utilize oho8onates possess a ferment called "phos-
- - . . 
pha tase ll vvhi ch wi 11 produce inorgani c phosphates from 
organic phosphorio esters. Eden found large amounts of 
calcium in the callus of healing frf_etures before any 
oallus was visible in the roentgenogram, it being evi-
dent in a form bound to protein. Injections of oalcium 
salts into the site of a fracture have been known to 
hasten healing. 
The formation of clam shells and e shells is au-
other evidence of tue secretive power of the living cell 
in the production of calCification. Tne shell of birdls 
eggs is composed almost enti,rely of calcium and is se-
creted by the shell gland, a-modified part of toe geni-
tal tract. This secretion is an undeniable cellular act-
ivity causing calcification. In experiments cn young 
mice in which blue dye was injected and the develoning 
teeth examined, Blo-tevogel, found the dye not only in 
the cells before the dentine and enamel were formed but 
also in the calcified tooth. The influence of some of 
the ductless glands on bone formation, notably in 
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acromega.ly and cretini 8m, is furtber evidence th?-X the 
bone growth and calcification is Em acti vi ty of the 
living cell ratber than a Dhvsical preciDitation. 
-- - ~ .. \, 
Calcium is secreted to form hard structures by six 
types of cells, three epithelial cells and three connec-
ti ve tissue cells. The eDi theial cells are: 
1. Tbe amelob12,st, which builds tIle enamel 
of the teeth. 
2. The epithelium of the birdls sbell gland. 
3. Tne epithelium of the mussel shells. 
The connective tissue cells are: 
1. The odontoblast, which builds dentine in 
the teeth. 
2. The cartilage. 
3. The osteoblast and bone corouscle. (26). 
On close examination the osteoblast is seen to have 
a nucleus that is large and contains relatively coarse 
chromatin particles and large nucleoli. The :orotoplaslTI 
of the osteoblasts according to Borne authors has a gran-
ular structure, according to others it is reticulofibril-
lar; these appearances are probably due to the tY'oe of 
reagent used. The cell furt:ner contains numerous, thread-
Ii ke mi tochondria, vacuoles of probably secretory C[J.ar-
acter and, near the nucleus, a pale attraction spnere 
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v{1 th a typical diplosome. The osteoblast has a diameter 
of from 15 to 20 microns. 
The bone lamellae in the older, central portions 
of the oenter of ossifioation inorease in size as the 
interstitial substanoe is being formed and spreading at 
the periphery. The resulting increase in mass is undoubt-
edly the result of tne aotivity of the osteoblasts that 
lie as a oohtinuous layer more or less, on the surfaoe 
of the lamellae. The osteoblasts gra.dually move to the 
exterior of the mass as suocessive layers are added. How-
ever some of the osteoblasts are caught by gradually be-
ing included, one by one, within the substance as some-
what smaller, more angular cells. These are tne first 
real bone cells or osteocytes and come to lie in the 
lacunae. Thus they aTe formed from osteoblasts '!'iI'hich per-
sist as bone cells. 
The osteoblasts not caught continue at the periphery 
laying daVID bone substance and, with the graou8,1 thicken-
ing of the substance in layers, they move away from the 
cells oaught. The osteoblasts thus remain as a continu-
ous layer even thoug11 some of them become included in the 
bony mass 2,S bone cells. The number is kent constant by 
the addition of cells from the conneotive tissue layer 
surrounding it. As the osteoblc"sts 2.re connected by 
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processes that pass between them as well EtS to the 08-
teocytes, it can be seen why they are star-shaped, and 
how their Drocessss penetrate the bone substance in all 
dj.rections, connect tne cells and form tne cane>.licules. 
In this manner it can be easily seen how the Haversian 
system is brought Etbout, with :l.ts VEiriO'us parts as des-
cribed in the histology section, Dreceding tnis one. 
Thus we see in the 2~bove discussion, that there is 
an evolution, in the vegetative growth of bone, from 8 
~rimitive multicellular colony of cartilage to the more 
recent, hi~hly vascularized adult bone and marrow. The 
processes of hypertropny, hyperplasia, degeneration, 
inf12.mmatlon, metaplasia, heterotopia can be s1~udied in 
tne narrow eDiphiseal zone where the vegetative bone 
growtn, herein described, takes olace. We can study 
further absorntion and deposition of the alkaline earths, 
absor8tlon and de~osition and remodeling of the bony tra-
beculae, all taking nl~ce on the frEmework of the calci-
fied matrix of senescent cartilage, all studied in terms 
of osteoclast and osteoblasts, £nd the latter finally 
becoming tfre true bone cells. 
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MEeHANIOAL -SONE GHOWTH 
"ihile the vegetative processes of absorption and 
apDosition are very thoroughly discussed in the text-
books of anatomy and develoDmental history, and their 
finest histological detains shown, there is nractical-
ly nothing about the mechani.cal function of growing 
bone in the medical literature studied; and yet this 
mechapical function of growing bone is of just as great 
importance in the physiology Emd pathology of bone as 
the vegetative bone growth. 
A good picture of the mechanical work of growing 
bone can be gained only where bone construction, par-
ticularly the construction of the spongy bone archi-
tecture, is taking place; that is, at the enchondral 
zones of growth; for at the periosteal grow zones there 
is hardly anything that can be called a true construct-
ion of bone. At these zones the growth of bone i8 cnief-
ly vegeta.,ti ve, as the vegeta ti ve growth energy of the 
periosteum adds one layer of bone to another, leaving 
free only the necessary canals for the nerves B.nd vessels. 
At the enchondral zones of growth the bone at first 
grows vegetatively too, but is transformed by the me-
chanical work of the enchondral growth zones into spongy 
bone, so that this is chiefly known as Ilgrowthll, that 
:1.s, increase in size and change in form of the growing 
bone, is brought about much more rapidly and extensively 
than by the compact apposl tion of t:ne periosteum. 
The mechanical work of the enchondral growth zones 
is brought about prime,ri ly by the marr01,v cells. They 
are to a certain extent the borers of the growing bone 
which, like the boring machines used in building tunnels, 
grow into the proliferated and calcified epiohyseal car-
tilage and tunnel through it in various directions, form-
ing marrow cavities. The marrow cells in this way make 
it possible for the true bone bUilders, the osteoblasts, 
and other cells, to we.,ll the tunnels of the epiphyseal 
cartilage with young bone tissue so thet a spongy bone 
construction is built up in 'Plc:'tce of the cetrti lage that 
is destroyed. 
This mechanical work of spongy bone construction is 
of course accompanied by the vegetative processes of mar-
row cell proliferation, vessel budding, orolifer2,tion of 
bone tissue, etc. But the decisive point in 800ngy bone 
construction is not so much these vegetative processes 
themselves and their quantitative course, but rather the 
rapidity and direction of their extenSion into space; for 
the rapidity of spongy bone growth depends on the rapid-
ity of this extension, and its structure and form, on 
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their direction. 
Spongy bone growth i8 much more ~ result of mechan-
ical than of vegetative growth; tais must be kept clearly 
in mind in order to underst:.:md tile Dhysiology and pa.th-
ology of bone growth. 
The epiphyseal cartilage is by no means passive in 
the mechEmic2l work of spongy bone construction. It is 
not an organ that oroliferates bone tissue, this is ac-
complished solely by the osteogenic zones of the bone 
itself, the original deriv~tives of the perichondrium, 
but it fulfills other functions that are important in 
spongy bone structure. In the first place by its growth 
and the formation of columns of cartilage cells it re-
gulates the rapidi ty and direction of tile fOl'mation of 
marrow spaces. The formation of marrow spaces in the 
cartila.ge can of course not take pl~loe any more rapidly 
than the cartilage itself grows, and t:ne longitudinal 
cartilage cell columns forrn tracts that can readily be 
ooened up in the calcified cartilage and offer compar-
atively the least resistance to the penetration of the 
marrow spaces. So the proliferating and c~lcifying 
eDiphyseal cartilage is the chief regulator of the raui-
dity and direction of spongy bone growth. 
The epiphyseal cartilage also accomplishes another 
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imnortant function without whioh the mechanical wor~ 
-' 
of spongy bone construction could not be accomplished. 
It furnishes the soft snongy bone framework a firm sup-
port until it has attained its uhysiological solidity 
and firmness by calcification. 
Enchondral bone grmvtn can only be understood by 
bearing in mind that all bone tissue, as shown by Pommer, 
is originally deposited in a non-calcified condition and 
that the construction of sDongy bone from this osteoid 
tissue on the free surface of the b,;ne would be a mech-
anical impossibility; for the osteoid tr!9,beculae and 
buttresses would immediately yield to the physiological 
growth pressure on them, because in every growing organ-
ism the parts exercise mutual pressure on each other, 
and there is a comparatively high growth pressure on the 
spongy growth zones because of their ra,;)ld growth. 
These processes of enchondral bone growth must be 
conSidered with the eye of the architect in order to 
understand them and to realize tha,t for the building up 
of spongy bone architecture from the calcium-free os-
teoid tissue it required supports which cannot be dis-
Densed with until the soft osteoid tissue has become 
transformed into firm calcified bone. This supoort is 
furnished by the Droliferating eoiDhyseal c~rtilage, 
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and by its calcification it makes it possible for the 
bone fr3me~ork, that is develooing in it and under its 
protection, to harden into solid bone r~oidly qnd almost 
instantaneously at the critica.l moment at which the 
cartilage calciufl:l i 8 6i 8s01ved by ti.le formation of mar-
rm'! 8r)2..ceS 9.nd tn.s cartile.ge prolifera.tion destroyed. 
Not until calcium is 2.bsorbed is the success of spongy 
bone construction assured, the cartilage supports can 
be disnensed wi tIl and tne mecilanical work of enchondral 
bone construction can progress into the next zone of os-
sification of the cartilage wilich in the meantime has 
uroliferated further and calcified. The euiohyseal 
cartilage is a very important factor in the mechanical 
work of the spongy bone construction, and though spongy 
bone construction takes olace without the cartilage in 
some Darts of the s~{eleton, for instance ttl.e fla.t bones 
of the skull, it must be remembered that even here the 
formation of the diuloe does not take place in the soft 
connective tissue of the Buture lines, but only s.fter 
this has become sclerotic by the nrenaratory absorption 
of calcium. It is shovril, therefore, that tl-1e S8,me 
mechanical conditions are fulfilled here as in the parts 
of tlle skeleton that are formed from epinnyseal ce~rtilage. 
It is hooed that in this discussion it has been 
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81101'1'11 t~t:l8,t bone grO"iltn cmd bone constrtlCtton are tJ'JO 
different things. A study of 80me pathologioal conditions 
that have been observed in hone may serve to make a sharD-
er distinotion than has heretofore been made between the 
vegetative and meohanical ',vork of growing bone, or be-
tween the vegetative and mechanical work: of ~rowing bone, 
or between the disturbanoes of bone growth and disturbances 
of bone construction. The disturbances of enchondral 
bone growth that are the most frequent and nractically 
the most imDortant, aot not on the vegetative hut on the 
meohanical work of growing bone. Tjey are, consequently, 
not true disturbances which do not involve the Drolife~­
ative or absorptive caoacity of the bone matrix at all or 
involve it only secondarily. This is true for tne most 
Dart of tne disturbances of growth after injuries and 
diseases of the epiphyseal cartilage. It is true with-
out exception of all defects of growth tnat are c~used 
mechanically and is also true of rachitic disturbances 
of growth. It is believed that not only the pathogenesis 
but also tile ana tomt c2"1 and clini 02cl 01 cture s of tllese 
disturbances of growth will be made much clearer hy 
rrJBki:::lg a strict differenti3.tion between vesetative and 
mechanical wor~ in the growth of bone. 
Among tile injuries or diseases of bone cartilage are 
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the ones that are of ~ri~ary interest, or the ones in 
which the ~rowth of the cartilage comes to a standstill 
"'" " 
urematurely hut the bone matrix itself is not injured 
or diseased. For the premature standstill of cartilage 
grm'Jth must necessa.rily bring about a ate.ndstill in the 
mechanical work of enchondral bone construction but with 
the matrix intact. 
Vegetative bone gro7:!th at the boundaries betJ'Teen the 
caI'ti12~ge Emf} b·)ne does not COrlie to a standstill but is 
entirely physiological in amount. It is tho'Jc;:ht that 
a particularly striking example of the above is chondrody-
strophiC dwarfism, partioularly the hyu l,'=tst i c form of 
it described by Kaufmann, in wnicn not only are the ends 
oi the diaphysis of the long bones dilated into a club-
shaue by an apuarent exoess of bone formation, but the 
periosteal growth in diameter seems to be excessive. He 
thinks that great cc;,re must be ezercised in mBcking a 
diagnosis in the growi skeleton of hyusrphasiR or hy-
ryoplasia of bone, or of hyuertrouhy or atrophy, oarticu-
larly in those disturbances of growth that do not act on 
vegetative bone growth but on the mechanical work of grow-
i bone. For in tnese conditions, as long as tne bone 
matrix is intact, there is neitner more or less proli-
feration or absorption than mormal. The swellin;s of the 
ends of the diaohysis in chondrodystrouhic dwarfs are not 
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ve tati ve cii sturbe,nces of bone growth, not Da thological 
:lew-growtJ:18 of bone tissue, but physiologica,l amounts of 
tissue ti1at h2cve accumu12.ted et the bO!le-cartilage 
boundaxy because of the SteU10 sti 11 in~l1e f~rowth of the 
cartilage and the standstill in enchondral bone construct-
ion caused by it. The situation is about like that at a 
building site where the stones have been collected and 
heaped but the build1 cannot for 80me reason go on. 
The excessive growth in diameter of the long bones 
is not due to a pe,thologl cally increased aoC)osi ti on on 
the part of the periosteum, but is also due to purely 
mechanical causes, because wi tIl ti'1e 1088 of spongy bone 
construotion and tne resulti decrease in growth in 
length of the long bones the oeriosteum also very quick-
ly loses i tsphysi ologi c longitudinal tenst on, abou.t like 
a rubber tube th~t has been stretched and then released, 
and as periosteal apposition takes place in paysiologi-
cal amount it must incre2-se in thickness 2cS it decreases 
in length. Ttli s can be seen tn any long bone as soon as 
its growth in length is interfered with, either in rickets 
or in experimental shortening of the long bones. 
Ohondrodystrouhic dwarfism shows with soecial clear-
ness the effects of 10B8 of the mecnanical work of growing 
bO:Je e.nd its sequels of enchondral and Deriosteal owth 
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and s~ows what an im~ortant factor the mecfianical work 
of gro'lling bone is in the norm2l growth in length of 
the skeleton and how little Durely vegetative bone growth 
can EtCcompli sn in tni s direc tiOIl. On aCGoun t of the 
swelling of the ends of the diaphyses 2.nd the incre=.sed 
diameter of tIle long bones, feta.l chondrodystrooilia is 
often confused with fetal rickets. But in chondrody-
strophy the assi~ilation of calcium takes place ~romDly 
and there is no patnological softness of the bone. On 
the contrary these bones are excessively hard and scler-
otic because in place of the sDongy ends of the diaphyses 
there are more or less compact masses of calcified bone 
and these masses finally fill the whole marrow caVity. 
A bone develops that resenbles the "marbled boneD des-
cribed by Albers-Schonberg and it is believed that tnis 
marbled bone and many obscure cases of diffuse osteo-
sclerosis are really only bones whose zones of prolifer-
ation have remained active but whose mechanical work for 
some reason or other came to a standstill prematurely. 
vrnat is seen j.n gross in fetal chondrodystro'Jhy 
and related diseases (chondrodystrophia, thyreopriva, 
myxedema, etc.) is reDeated in miniature in the local 
injuries and diseases of e')il)hvsea,l cartilage but here 
not in such a pure form for, on account of tile close 
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anatomical relations of c~rtila2e ~nd bone, local injur-
ie s or di seCeSS s of the epi physeal cartllage are generally 
accomoanied by injury or disease of the bone itself, so 
that vegetative disturbances of the bone matrix comolicates 
tile c"natoiY,ical and clinic?l Dicture mOTe or less. 
Among the defects of growth due to mechanical causes 
are those due to the upright position of the body, the so-
called deformities from weight-bearing, curvatures of the 
spinal column, genu valgum, flat-foot, etc., are of in-
tel'est on account of their frequency ?_nd uractiCe_l im-
oortance and because there is still a great deal of dis-
pute about their pathogenesis. 
The upright oDsition of the body makes no ai r-
enee at all in vegetative bone gro;'";Tth; for an intact bone 
matrix wi 11 not prolifer2_te or absorb any more or any 
less bone in an upright position than in a horizontal 
one. But for the mechanical work of growing bone the UD-
right Dosi tion beyond doubt mea.ns an increase of work, at 
least for the encnondral growth zones that have to bear 
the ,,7eight of the body in the 11pright p08i tion. For 
the simnlest mechanic?:l Emd dyn2,mic reasons it seems to 
be inconceivable tnat the nenetration of the marrow 
SDaces, the tunnelling of the cartilage, etc., should 
take Dlace as rE'o})ldly in the unrj.ght posl tion as in the 
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horizontal one, any more than it seems DosBible that a 
boat could move as rapidly against the current as with 
it, or onB of the boring machines in tunnel construction, 
work as rapidly in hard stone as in 80ft e~rth. 
The clinical fact that children grow in height fast-
er when they are sick in bed may be due to tais; possibly 
we would all be taller if we anent the years of growth 
in bed. That cannot be controlled for lack of objects 
of comparison, but such comparisons CRn be mede 'lr1hen the 
action on the owth zones is not symmetrical, as in the 
fatig'..le oositions, when instead of using the fatigued 
mU2cles to maintain the unright Dosltion, demands are 
made on the joints of the sDinal column, the lower ex-
tremity, etc., as in kyphotic or scoliotic fatigue oos-
itions, found in school children. 
In any 8001iolic Boinal column it is easy to see 
that tue sDongy groYvth in height of the body of tue ver-
tebra takes Dlace more slowly on the side on which less 
weight is borne, and it is equally easy to see that this 
esymmetry of growth is not at all vegetative; for in 
proportion as the body of the vertebra on the side on 
which the most weight is borne remains lower, its 
spongy structure becomes more compact and it enCreases 
in breadth as it decreases in height. 
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These are not vegetative disturbances of bone ow-
t~, not "vital reactions of growing bone to changed 
static demands," for there is no more or no less absoro-
tioD and Dr,]liferation than normal, but they are :Jurely 
mechanical or dynamic disturbances of rapidity or direct-
ion of gro'!Jth, from V\Thich all the other changes in tlle 
scoliotic S?inal column or thorax are derived according 
to mechanic?"l and dynamic la,ws. 
Another d2,nger point j.nthe upright posl tion for the 
mechanical work of bone growth lies at the oroximal end 
of tile tibia, in wilich, because of its gre~'ct growth energy, 
the processes of bone construction take place with par-
ticular rapidity and therefore they react sith a soecial 
sensitiveness to unsymmetrical DreS8ure from weight. 
In the fa.tigue position the knee-jOint is forced in-
to an extreme val§,us posi tion by t:ne weL::;ht of the body 
so that the whole weight of the body rests on the later-
al Dart of the joint of the tibia, 80 that spongy growth 
of the bone here takes place under increased pressure and 
on the r~'1edian side under decreased pressure. The growtn 
of such a tibia as comp~red ~ith a normal one shows that 
the patnological oressure and traction tensions do not 
aot on the epiphyses but on the enchondral growth zones 
of the end of the diaphysis. 
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The processes of grow-tn 2.t this point offer tae best 
ooint of action for these nathological tensions, and it 
is easy to see that the changed direction of growth of 
tne end of the diauhysi8 is explained by the purely 
mechanical or dynamic inmairment of these Y)rocesses of 
growtn. It is only the resultant of the Y)hysiolo cal 
direction of growth on the on~ hand and the pathological 
tensions of pressure and traction on the other, according 
to the law of the oarallelosram of forces. it is 
this changed direction of growth of the dlaonysis that 
secondarily displaces the epipnysis into its valgus 
Dosition. 
The third danger ooint in the uDri~nt oORition is 
ttle sDongy grovvth of t:ne talus fU1d c2~lcaneus 3t the 
enchondral growth zones of the uooer and lower ankle 
joints, wnich are a180 forced into a valg'us p08i tion by 
the wei2:ht of the body in the fatigue Dosi tion, so tha.t 
tne asymmetrical grov1th is brought about just as it is 
in the scoliotic sDinal column and so pes-ve.l?us de-
velops. 
A fourth danger point lies at the epiphyseal junct-
ion of the necic of the femur. But this is less threat-
ened by the upright position of the body than the other 
pOints for the very simple reason that the eoiohyseal 
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line of the neck of the femur in the upright Dosition 
is not horizontal but inclined to the horizontal at an 
angle of about 45 degrees, so that the spongy growth of 
the neck of the femur contributes much more to the 
owth in bres~d th of tile hips than to trw grm7th in 
lengt~ of the lower extremity. It is only in the po-
sition of extreme abduction of the hiD joint that is 
sometimes assumed by farm workers or in the squatting 
position of the orientals, that "the upright position 
may become dangerous for the growth of the neck of the 
femur by muscle fatigue, and deviate this ~~rov'/'th in 
the direc"tion of coxa vara or coxa valga. 
The fact that these various disturbances ~re mech-
anica,l or dynamic and not ce~used by vegetatj.ve distur-
bances of bone gr01:'lth is also shown beyond doubt in 
animal experiments, yvhen for instance, the hind leg of 
a young animal is put in plaster in an artifj.cial genu 
valgum position and "tue growth of the plaster side co~­
Dared wi th that of the free extremi ty. The anime"l drags 
SUCh a plastered extremity in a position of extreme ab-
duction so it is put entirely out of commission by the 
plaster; after a comparatively short period the prox-
ima.l end of the tibia 8hO\I\1S the same di stllrbc,nces of 
growtn as in statiC genu va. 1 gum in man. 
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The effect of tnis simole animal exoeriment is 
compa.red to the effect of currents of a ship. 'l'he ship's 
speed is increased by currents in the same direction, 
slowed by ones in the opposite direction, and deviated 
to one side by lateral ones in accordance with the law 
of the parallelogrc:,m of forces. In the same way the 
formevtion of the marrow spaces in the epi:'Jhyseal carti-
lage is influenced by tenSions of pressure and tra,ction 
which act with or against it or at a tangent to it. 
Thie animal experiment also shows that the temporary, 
discontinous action of pathological tensions such as 
those in fatigue Dositions may injure bone growth in 
the same way as the continuous action in the animal ex-
perime.nt. The raoidl ty and direction of bone growth d08s 
not depend on whether the action is continuous or dis-
continuous, but on how frequently it is repeated and how 
intense it is. In a three day ship journey it does not 
make any difference ~!"!hether contr?,ry winds slow the 
course for one whole day of the three or for 8 hours on 
each of the three days; and the same tning is true of the 
mechanicctl work of growing bone. 
Of cour se tilere ma.y be defe ct s of growtrl in the 
spinal column and other parts of the skeleton from var-
ious canses, for instance congenital anomalies, trauma, 
patnological softness of the bo~e, etc., and these may 
be increased by wej.:.;;ht-bearing, but they are not true de-
formities from weignt-bearing. True wei t-beari de-
formities are only essential disturbances of growth that 
t2ke place under the influence of the upright position 
of toe body in a skeleton that is normal, anatomically 
well-formed, physiologically able to bear weight and 
pressure, but only still plastiC with the ple.sticity of 
growth; 2.nd it is thougnt that the great me,j ori ty of 
curva.tures of tJ:le soine, genu valgum and flatfoot and 
the more unusual curv20tures of the neck of the femur 
are weight-bearing deformities in this sense. There 
is also a phylogenetic factor involved. 
The spinal column vvi th its 24 joints is an excellent 
organ of locomotion for the four-footed animal, but with 
its 24 enchondral zones of growth it is not an ide21 
organ for bearing weight, at least not during the growth 
period; and sometning similiar is true of the lower ex-
tremity. So the skeleton, so far as the mechanical work 
of enchondral bone construction is concerned, has adapt-
ed poorly or not at all to tIle UpT ight posi ti on. of man. 
The ske Ie te.l musculature h2.s to compen S2c te for tIle dangers 
tllat threaten spongy bone constructlon fro:;; the unright 
position and while a strong musculature may be able to 
accomplish this it cannot be accomolished by a poorly 
develoned or defectively innervated musculature sucb 
as is often seen in school children and young workmen. 
It is particularly important to make this distinct-
ion between vegetative growth ~nd mechanical construct-
ion of bone in rickets. For the disturbances in rickets 
does not act on vegetative bone growth but on mechanical 
bone construction. The interruption or delay of p11ysio-
logical calcification is a matter of indifference for 
ve~et8,tive bone gro~'Vth; for it does not chB,nge tile 
amount of oroliferation or absorotion of the normal bone 
n12.trix. But the normal time course of cp~lcification is 
of greatest importance for the mechanicc.l work: of the 
spongy bone construction for any delay in calcifioc.tlon 
sub~eots tbe spongy bone framework before it has had 
time to solidify to the ohysiological growth pressure 
that acts on the zones of growth and therefore for nure-
ly mechEmical reasons must lead to more or les8 collapse 
of tae sDongy bone structure. 
In addition to this mechanic!?,l action there is the 
dynamic cwtion of uhysiological growth pressure on the 
spatial extension of the formation of marrow spaces and 
tunneling of bone. For how can the marrow cells accomp-
li an their mechanlCe,l work of tunneling e,nd carti lage 
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with 'Jhysiological rapidity under the Bction or physio-
logical growth pressure when the spongy growth zones 
remain sort and their growth nreS8ure sinks far below 
its ohy8iologic~1 value, 80 the vis a tergo is lost that 
forces ma,rr0'i7 s'oace form2,tion into the calcified carti-
lage? In proDortion to the fal1in~ growth DreS8ure of 
spongy bone growth zones the suatial nenetration of 
marrow soace formation is slowed, just as in making a 
tunnel the penetration of the boring machines are slow-
ed ~hen their hydrallc or other driving force beoomes 
defective for any reason and tHey are acting under half 
pressure. 
It is only tllis mechanical or dynamic eXD18J1~ttion 
tnat ma,kes t~L1e anatOlr.ical effect of rickets clear. It 
explains wny the manifestations first beoome evident at 
tne bone-cartilage boundary where the mechanical work 
of spongy bone construction is going on most intensely 
and it explains why the ends of the diaphysis that have 
the gre8 .. te st growth energy S110"1' these mani fe sta ti ons 
sooner than, a.nd to e, greater extent tnan the ones that 
grow more slowly. It is beC8J1Se of t.i:leir more ra-'Jid 
growth that there is a greater physiological growth 
pressure 0:2 ti1em. Vegetative growt.h is not interfered 
with, however the growth in length is, the bone beco~es 
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denser, as on the more comryressed side of the scoliotic 
spinal column, and the bone that is formed finds a way 
out in the direction of le~8t resistance, 80 there is 
increased growtn in breadth with decreased growth in 
length. As the rickets continue the periosteum loses 
it~ normal longitudinal tension and deposit~ cortical 
lamellae which are decreased in length and lncre2.sed in 
thickness. But as these individual lamellae remain soft 
and wi tIl the increase in their diameter moves farther 
and farther from each other, the later2.l pressure which 
the indl vidual lamellae exerci se on e2.c11 other gradually 
decreases and so at the surfe,ce the comoc.ct structure 
loosens to a more sDongy one, consequently on cross-
section the lamellar structure of the bone cortex is 
much more e~lident than in normal bone, a,s layers of com-
pact bone alternate with ones of a more spongy structure. 
These facts also expl~in tne changes at the bone-
cartilage zone, the broa~ening of the zone of cartilage 
proliferation and tne trregula.ri ty of the ossifics-tion 
line. The se cnanges at the bone-carti 18ge boundary 8_re 
by no means specific for rickets but may be seen any-
where that spongy bone construction has to struggle 
with pathological pressure and traction tenSions, as 
sl10wn in the different weight-bearing deforiYii ties 
(scoliosis, coxa vara, gem.1 valgu:.E, etc.). 
There is another error t112,t is eomtl1only made in 
rickets, namely that of considering the anatomical effects 
of the rachitic growth disturbance as being due to mecnan-
ieal factors resulting from the use of the skeleton -
weight-bearing pressure, muscle traction, air pressure 
etc., but this is not the case. These factors br 
about the known rachitic deformities Buch as curvatures 
of the spinal column, deformities of the thorax, extrem-
ities, etc., but they are not responsible for the racni-
tic disturbance of growth in length of growth as such. 
They are not responsible for the decreased growth in 
length of the long bones, their increased growth in cir-
cumference, the s''lslling of the e:piphyse s, the changes 
Et t the bone-cartilage boundary ,the increase in physi 0-
logical curvatures and SDontaneou8 fractures. These are 
due only to pnysiological growth pressure acti on the 
spongy growth zones that have remained soft. These 
rachitic disturbances of growth ~ould doubtless occur in 
the same way if the rachitic skeleton were put out of 
commission during growth. 
The effect on tne periosteum 11208 e.lready been dis-
cussed. The marrow tissue and the circulation of the 
bone are also involved in the collaose of the spongy bone 
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construction 3"nd many of t.n.e clinical symDtoms of rickets 
2.re probably due to thi a fact. (19). 
Each D~ir of bonea differs in the relative amounts 
of longi tudinal growth ta,king place at ,the two ends of a 
given pair. Digby measured this amount bymeasuri 
from the nutrient artery opening to tne ends of the given 
bone, Hatcher measured from trle transverse lines formed 
by administering phosohorus to an individual, and from 
lines of arrested growth formed by a former illness and 
Been in radiographic studies of the given bone, to the 
ends of the bone. Digby gives the following figures 
calculated by his method: 
118.me of bone. Proxime.l end. Distal end 
Femur 5 incnes 11 inches 
7J,- II 
~ .. 
.... 11 ;:) TibiE', 
Fibula 7-t II 5 u 
Humerus 9ir II 22- If 
Radius 2 il 6 n 
Ulna " lot II t:::l v2 II 
Hatchers calculations were as follows: 
Femur 21 percent 79 percent 
Tibia 56 II 44 \I 
Fibula. ApDl'oximately tl1e S8,me a.s the tibi8. 
Humerus 84 oercent 16 percen t 
Radius and Ulna 18 11 8') 11 
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From t.t16se figures as fl'om many ot.t-.er exoeriments t t 
can be seen that in these long bones the growth is greater 
toward the elbow and the knee joints. Knowledge of the 
growtl1 of such long b~)nes was first noted by Steohen 
Hales in 1747. He drilled holes in the shaft of the 
tibia of a growing chicken and made simi liar observations. 
He said tnat the growth in length of the long bones is 
accomplished by the deDosition of new bone at the extrem-
ities of the given bone. (22). 
Bisgard made simi liar experiments using goats 
in his experiments. To measure growth the bones were 
marked witn steel shots n1aced in drill holes in the 
sharts when the goats were 2 to 5 days old, Roentgeno-
grams were taken at the start of tne exaeriment, and 
tnroughout the course of tne experiment, a period of 
ahout twelve to eighteen months. Thus the growth could 
be measured from the shot to the ends of the bones to 
determine trw amount of growth, all films ,vere made 
witn a precisely constant technic. The average per-
cent s for e2Gh bone 2nd the cwtua,l measurements 
were as follows: 
Bone :'lumber Average Growth Aver2.ge ?roqortlon 
of in mm. of growtrl in nercent 
Cell i I1lC:;c 1 s 
used in 
e ~ ,-. ~rl 
>"·'·V.!..£. Proximal Dists.l Proximal Distal 
experiment end end end end 
Humerus 4 51 11 8;3.0 18.0 
Radius 3 11 '7':) .:J :,; 25.5 "14.5 
Ulna 4 20 72 18.8 81.2 
Femur :.s 29 52 35.8 t34.2 
Tibia "' .:J 64 53 54.8 45.2 
The conclusions arrived ?t from these experiments by 
1. All longitudinal growth of long bones, both 
prenatal and nostnatal, takes Dlace at tne 
ends. I..length is gained from the de;).osttton 
of layers of new bone between the end of 
tne diaphysis and the epiphyseal cartilage 
8nd between the arti euler car ti le.goe 2.nd the 
3. The proportion of longitudinal growth frOM 
tlle two ends of a long bone is uneoual. 
The disproDortion is 2reater for owtll 
occurring after birth. 
3. The rate of growtn remains constant dur-
ing tlle first four months and then lJrogress-
es at half of its former rate. The e~iDhyseal 
'~l b • 
cartilage, giving lesser increment, is the 
first to ossify and close. 
4. The proportion of growth from each end of 
each long bone, as determined by actual 
measuremen t 8, is re corded. Vfnen converted 
into nercentages these prooortions are al-
most identical to those obtained by the 
metnod of Digby. We deduce I therefore, 
that the measurements of uroportionate 
growth for human long bones EtS determined 
by Digby are accurate. 
5. Growth arrest lines can he produced in the 
bones of a fetus by feeding Uh08phoru8 to 
the mother. (5). 
ENDOCRInE GLAIJDS A:;D BOirK O~VTH 
Of recent yeers tHe function of the endocrine 
gland system has held the attention of many men in re-
search, though little has been accepted as the final 
fact in regard to the influence they nave on the vexious 
organs ~nd tissues of the hody. 
In tIle problem of bOde growt.il and the part 91ayed 
by tnese glands it is qUite generally accented that the 
nyoophysi 8, tne gonads, tne tfi.yroid, and t,tle9:::lrEc thyroids 
have 80me influence on bone growth, either directly or 
indirectly. 
Tne hy~)erfunction of the hypophysis WIlen occuring 
in growing individuals, is known to csmse gigan ti 8:T;, 
with the overgrowth of bone in Darticular, and to cause 
delayed closure of enipnyseal lines before normal growth 
i 8 complete. I f hyner functi on of the gland occur s fol-
lowing closure of tae eninhyseal lines and after the 
adult stage is reached, there is the condition of acro-
megaly seen. Here there is widening and thick~ning of 
the hands and feet; tnickening of the b,)nes of tile Sk:l11, 
whicn is most notic~ble in the frontal bones, and causing 
enlargement of tue head; and a general enlargement of all 
of the skeleton. 
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Experiments h~ve been Done tnat hqve more or less 
oroved the above. Putnam, caused auromegalv in adult 
dogs by injecting extract of the anterior portion of the 
Dituit2ry gland. 
Also when a tumor destroys the anterior nortlon of 
the gland, before closure of tne e-otnhyse2l lines, there 
is delayed olosure and oituitary d~8rfis~. Removal of 
the hyooohysis in young animals causes dwarfism, and 
feeding these animals wi th Emterior ol tui tary extract 
caused them to grow again. 
l.'1hen there 1.8 an eosinoohilic adenoma of tne hyoo-
physis, with the resulting increase of anterior pituitary 
extract, acromegaly follows in adults, and gigantism in 
younger persorls. 
The part played by the gonads is less well known 
ln their influence on bone growth. However it nas been 
seen tnat hypofunction or castration of animals results 
in a delayed closure oftne eoiphyseal lines, and an 
increased longitudinal growth of the long bones beyond 
their usual span. 
Hypofunction of the thyroid is seen in cretlns, 
with a condition of dwarfism resulting during tae normal 
growtn oeriod. There is persistance of 0080 eniohyseal 
lines after the normal growth period is ne8sed. 
Evans believes that the thyroid affects the growth 
of bone only indirectly through its action on the anter-
ior lobe of the pituitary gland. A hyoofunction of the 
thyroid depresses the pituitary function resulting in 
cretinic dwarfism. Hyoerfunctlon of the throid seems 
to have little if any influence on bone growth. (22) • 
Buelbring exoerimented on young nar2.thyroprive,1 
rats, and rats treated ~ith Darathor~one. ~ormally 
t~ere was no increase in retention when the content of 
calcium was increased in the diet. After pEt:r-8.tllyrold-
ectomy there was at first increased retention of calcium 
and pi~lo8pi:lOru8 wi th every kind of die t, but till s increase 
abated after some time. The administeration of Para-thor-
mone reduces the retention of OhOSOllorUB and calcium. 
Calcium deficiency in the bones of normal animals is the 
result of both of a c2.lcium-poor and c3.lcium-rich diet. 
The phosphorus content of tue oones is reduced by a oa1-
cium-rich diet and incre'3sed by ,i calcium-poor OTIe, so 
that the quotient Oa after a calcium-Door diet i8 lower-p-
ed and after a calcium-rich diet is raised. 
As a result of paratnyroi6ectomy a deficient deposit 
of calcium occurs in the bones, which leads to increased 
calcium impoverishment within the first two weeks, but 
beyond this nertod, the deficiency grows less distinct. 
This deficiency is sre2tly reduced by the aCmintstration 
of greater quantities of calcium; but with a calcium-Door 
diet is not so gree.t 2.S that of controls. 
Para-thar-mone reduced the uhospnorus and calcium 
content of the bones and Etll the more so ',vi t11 excess intsJce 
of calcium the effect of para-tnor-mone is less intense, 
in fact, in this case the chemical composition of the bonss 
a~Droaches normal. 
She found further the,t hi stologicel eX2mination after 
3. p8.r3.thyroidectoI1:Y 8110'5[S reduced bone metaboli sm but 
a me~rked degr~e of the latter after para-thor-mone treat-
ment. At first this harmonic effect is reinforced by 
simultaneous mE!.ximum 8 .. dministr2ction of CEtlciulTI, manifest-
ing itself in increased bone destruction, wnich can be 
seen in the increased absoption by masses of osteocl~stic 
gia~t cel18. The doses of pera-thor-mone when large, 
subordinate the effect of the calcium. After long treat-
men t wi th large doses tilere developed in the bone 8 changes 




In the study and writing on the growth of bone, it 
is quite eVident from the material nrssented that the 
orocesses taking place simul taneous1y of veget8.t1 ve 
a,nd mecnanic8,,1 bone growth, are necessary to ons another 
in order that the final adult form of normal bones be 
attained from the starti Doint of the original mesen-
chymal tissue which first becomes evident in the gastrula 
stage of tne embryo. 
I have gained a much better understanding of the 
-oroblem myself from my study, and I haDe that 3,nyone WilD 
may read ~ni8 tnesis may also gain a little better com-
nrenension of it. I have discovered tnat tnere are some 
Darts of tae Droasss that seem to be quite well under-
stood and agreed upon, but there are also 80me ahases 
that have as yet not been accepted 8"n6 8 .. re only ttleories. 
I have atte ted to bring out the ohases that seem to 
be generally considered as fact by ~ost of the euthors, 
and have tried to 111ustrate t11ese by clinical references, 
and experiments. 
Perhaps some of the Y)atholo,c;SY met VJ:t til in clinical 
~ork where borie is involved, may be better auoreciated 
hy myself and the reader, if the physiology is first 
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knO\Vll and kept in mind. For, 3.n upse t in some DiJ.2"se of 
the physiological normal gro~th of bone brings about 
various pathological states that become manifest deoend-
ing on the phase or ryhases disturbed. These upsets may 
be embryonic, nutritional, vascular, neurogenic, or 
C2" tabolic in nature, depending on when, how, =.nd "'iny 
tney take ~lace. 
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